
VR Lunar Habitat 
Congratulations for being chosen to be a NASA HUNCH Finalist for Design and Prototyping.  Know that 
there were a lot of very good teams with great ideas competing for these spaces.  Being a Finalist means 
you are already a winner.  There is not a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place—there are only Finalists.  Although HUNCH 
would like to have all of these projects turned into flight hardware, most won’t make it that far.  
However, some of these ideas may inspire other hardware and equipment.  This is like real engineering 
where any of the projects or ideas in a project that are deemed valuable to NASA could be incorporated 
into another project.  NASA has no intention of taking or stealing ideas.  HUNCH has every intention to 
keep your names attached to those projects so that you and your team retain credit for your ideas and 
efforts.  In general, NASA does not seek patents on space hardware unless there is a use for it on the 
ground that could be valuable.   
 

Suggestions for the Final Design Review 
Houston in the middle of April is warm and humid.  The building is air conditioned but there will be lots 
of people.  Rain is possible. 

• Look professional.   
• Everyone on the team should plan to talk. 
• Update your brochure with you latest prototype and information. 
• Make sure your QR code works for everyone. 
• Update your tri-fold with your latest information—less about early concepts, more about 

features. 
• The better your model looks, the less you have to say. 
• Take a video of everything working well so if it fails when you arrive, you can still show 

functionality. 
• You will be sharing a table with another team.  Make sure your display will not take up more 

than half of a 6 ft x 2ft table.  There will be some tables with power and some without.  We will 
try to give priority to those who need it for the presentation—video. 
 

Suggestions for VR Lunar Habitat 
• Make your video smooth and relatively slow so that people can follow the motions.   
• Have your video on your computer, not pulling from the web—internet may be spotty. 
• Start your video high of the habitat above so they see the overall view and they can visualize 

where they will be going.  Labels on modules? 
• Change your views so that people are able to see the ceiling and the floors so they get the full 

layout of the room. 
• Plan to talk through the video so people receive the personal conversation with the team not a 

recording.  
• Make sure the software you are using doesn’t elongate the rooms and the dimensions match 

those in the original presentation. 
• Show packaging and stowage for enough food needed for 4 people to live for 6 months. 
• Label some of the equipment and pathways so it is easy to understand without discussion.  
• If you use music, keep it low and not distracting. 
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Problem
statement

The problem this project
our teams with is

designing, modeling, and
coding a functioning and

realistic VR simulation
for astronauts to

experience an idea of
what it would be like to
work and live in a lunar

habitat setting. 

CAD  3D MODEL

This is the 3d model of the lunar
habitat and the different stations
where the astronauts can live in 

3D Models
Models for space toilet and living quarters beds

Habitat lights and commcenter table

Habitat shelfs and table

Solution
Our solution is the

actual simulation and
there is a video of the
simulation working the
video goes into what

the habitat looks in VR
and how things and

objects interact 

Habitat chair and fire extinguisher and bicycle
for gym

water filter

The QR code on the right is the link for the
tour video.
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